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Masashi Hansen

Masashi Hansen is an NPC controlled by GM Demibear who appears in Banzai!!.

Masashi Hansen

Species & Gender Male Minkan
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry/Senior Enlisted Advisor

Rank: Jôtô Heisho
Current Placement: Giretsu Century of the 75th Legion

Character Description

Appearance

Masashi Hansen is a dark-skinned former Nepleslian with black hair usually shaven. Standing at 198cm
and weighing 135kg, he is a very muscular man due to his physical training regimen. He frequently has
well-trimmed facial hair.

Personality

A survivor of the Fourth Elysian War, First Mishhuvurthyar War, Second Mishhuvurthyar War, and recently
the Kuvexian War; Masashi Hansen is a very gruff and blunt individual. He cares about one thing and one
thing only, the enlisted men and women that are placed under his care. It is not to say he is not loyal to
the Empire, just that he will not tolerate inexperienced officers or those that think the rank automatically
gives them respect. He appreciates officers that get to the point and know it is not their place to
micromanage the enlisted.
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He is hard on his enlisted charges, constantly making sure they are ready to survive the many battles he
once found himself in. For those that stay on top of their training and always strive to improve
themselves, he can be best described as a father. But to those with discipline problems and lacking
focus, he can be a living nightmare.

History & Relationships

In YE 42 he was assigned to the Giretsu Century of the 75th Legion as its Senior Enlisted Advisor. He
witnessed his initial Centurion die in front of him. There was initial friction when the Century was
assigned an Shoi fresh out of Officer and Giretsu training as an officer, but the two eventually resolved
their differences as they had similar goals.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Demibear on 2021/01/23 22:51.

Avatar created from artbreeder.com

Character Data
Character Name Masashi Hansen
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Jôtô Heisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Rikugun Base Fujiko
SAOY Entry Year YE 22
DOR Year YE 38
DOR Month 1
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Fujiko
Political Party Indepdendent
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